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ing traveller may, if he is not warned, find obstacles in his
search for the cup that cheers.' It is unlawful to have drinks
with meals, though in the various towns various arrange-
ments were made for drink in other places and at other
times. ' Supposing that we admit', wrote Eden, ' in the
guise of an " initiated observer "-—for the sake of argu-
ment only, be it clearly understood—that the drinking of
what is sometimes collectively called liquor—a terrible
word \—is harmful, surely its worst and most insidious form
is such drinking at other than meal-times. Moderation is
then the less easy to practise, at least so we have been led
to suppose, and the appetite is certainly less natural.'
But he soon was able to take his mind off these thirst-
provoking thoughts. * Soft days, now and again heavy and
damp as we near the Equator, pale blue skies, with puffs
of white cloud, coral-tipped at the horizon; the sea itself
soft and caressing, deep in colour, glossy in surface.' Eden
describes the Pacific as the * silken sea ', and once again
makes obeisance before the glory of an Oriental sunset: * to
die last the sun asserts his sovereignty of the Pacific. Fair
weather and a six-days' sail and we are at Honolulu for a
few hours stay.' The dazzling surface beauty of this some-
what sinister paradise is more than the author's descriptive
paeans can sustain. He seeks refuge in imperatives and in-
versions. * Write me the word " flowers " the island over,'
—and then, almost straight out of Kelly's e Key to Virgil':
* On Waikiki beach rolls the surf. Let those ride it who
can; it is a graceful art.'
He recognized, however, that the Hawaiian Islands had
not, in spite of their extraneous reputation, the same
authentic South Sea Island flavour as Fiji: Hawaii's popu-
lation being forty per cent Japanese and only seven per cent
native, while the native population of Fiji is over fifty per
cent. Eden devotes a few pages to Fiji which he implies,
with some justice, is one of the least-known corners of the
British Empire. There are still, no doubt, a hundred people
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